The 21st Century Home Cinema Sound

Luxurious Sound for Connoisseurs

When you love music... Zeta

Zero

Dear Music Lovers:
It is fate that in my life I’ve had the opportunity to
combine a love for music with a passion for creation.
These two elements have allowed me to realise my
dreams in audio engineering. To recreate the perfect
artistic sound that is closest to the original, produced
by an audio or home theatre system.
I made my first loudspeakers in 1973. Since that time
I have devoted my life to music, and the creation of
audio systems for its reproduction. As a qualified
electronics engineer, a specialist in audio design,
a musician, a sound engineer and a music producer
I’ve had more than 30 years of experience in the
field of music and electronics. For the past 8 years
I have concentrated on developing the perfect sound
system, and thus “ZETA ZERO” was born.
Working over the years with nearly 50,000 people visiting and recording at my internationally renowned
recording studio TR STUDIOS, it has been my goal to
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share with all what I have learned - the meaning of
“perfect sound.”
With modern research facilities available, the goal of
Zeta Zero is to achieve a sound quality almost indiscernible from perfection for the average listener.
I now present for your listening pleasure the result of
my many years of research, design and engineering,
using many advanced technologies: The Zeta Zero
loudspeakers. For lovers of high quality sound reproduction we have constructed the most advanced
ribbon type transducer, and perfected its musical
performance for the human ear.
For additional details please visit us online at
www.audio-high-end.com

The best home loudspeakers in The World
for Palace Stereo & luxury Home Cinema
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For palaces and luxury villas we create ZETA ZERO ORBITAL 360 in 24 Carat Gold
plated version too.
ORBITAL 360 we do in unique patterns of natural wood. Therefore no one in the
world will have identical speakers. Because Nature and its designs are unique.
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model ORBITAL 360

• Power of one loudspeaker (options): 300,
600, 1000, 1250, 2500 W rms
• Frq. resp. up to 16 to 50.000 Hz (average).
• Passive 4 way, 1, 2 or 4 Ohm (bass section).

Fly away to a world of sound perfection with our
Orbital 360. What is the Orbital 360? This revolutionary
home omni-directional wideband ribbon loudspeaker
system is designed for hi-end STEREO as well the most
powerful MULTICHANNEL modern home cinema systems.
Settling for traditional directional columns that
emit sound to one point is like settling for a black and
white television instead of a flat-screen TV. It’s time to discover new horizons and new colours that are unknown
with traditional speakers. Zeta Zero is a sound revolution
in your home – a new era in sound quality.
Orbital 360 combines the legendary concept of all-direction with the highest possible audio parameters,
including a very wide frequency response of up to about 50 kHz with a nearly unlimited power level, which is
so important when you want to avoid distortions during
loud passages at concert volume in your home.
ZETA ZERO Orbital 360 is a fusion of excellence
and sound perfection within the ribbon loudspeaker
concept with incredible power. For such achievements, we use extraordinary materials such as graphene and military composites.

If you Love Crystal Clear Sound Zeta

Zero
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Savor the Magic of Space Orbital 360
But why are all-direction loudspeakers better?
Like most natural sound sources
around us, the “Orbital 360” also emits
energy 360 degrees, eliminating the
harmful, unnatural sound directivity
of an ordinary loudspeaker. It does not
radiate energy in the form of a concentrated narrow beam striking the ears of
listeners like most traditional solutions
do. With omni-directional ribbon speakers shaped like perfect cylinders, the
whole room is filled evenly with acoustic energy, which means no unpleasant „sweet spot” effect.
No harmful accumulation of energy in
front of the loudspeaker or harmful
equalization of frequency bands
to either side of the loudspeaker,
preventing the unpleasant „dipole effect” on bass (typical of
electrostatic loudspeakers).
Because there is no need to sit
at a single listening point in the
room (no „sweet spot” at all),
listeners enjoy a high degree
of freedom of movement and
high-quality stereo music even
at a distance from the speakers.

In contrary to a traditional angle square shaped
box, this round cylinder form also guarantees no diffraction problems, because the Orbital 360 is ideally
symmetrical on all frequencies.
Since the ribbon membrane is divided into 20
working and parallel parts, the speaker is mathematically more effective in cancelling (lower) distortions,
achieving a sound that is softer and more pleasant to
the ear than any traditional speakers, even on very
high SPL, which is especially important in home cinema expression.
Programmable polar pattern:
• In addition to the standard Orbital 360 version with
its fixed 360-degree polar pattern, we also offer an
Orbital 360 that is also equipped with a special option
for flexible adjustment of the sound radiation angle.
With this option an Obital 360 owner may adjust (according to personal taste and preference) the width
of the Orbital 360 radiation on higher frequencies
from 36 degrees (typical for most classical home stereo loudspeakers) to the full 360 degrees (as in home
cinema), thus achieving a fully omni-directional sound emission. It is possible to set the polar pattern
of the loudspeaker independently for high and mid
frequencies.
• Power of up to 2500 Watt RMS in each box. Available
impedance between 2 to 8 Ohms and available in 4
size dimensions. Frequency response from approx. 15
Hz (practical energy conversion starts from about 10
Hz) to about 50 kHz.
• Suitable for all class amps including tubes. Construction: 4-WAY passive. Finished in real exotic wood.
Many colour patterns available.
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Orbital 360

SLIM
1000W RMS

158 cm

145 cm

132 cm

139 cm

„Blown away by the Organ Sound!! A pleasuere to
my ears.”

DISCOVERY
600W RMS

ROYAL 600W RMS
IMPERIAL 1250W RMS

The Orbital 360 offers the highest achievements and
power from the entire “Zeta Zero” family. We build it
in a few size variants to satisfy the diverse aesthetic
needs of houses and apartments with various surface areas. By using transducers and technology with
extreme properties this speaker provides excellent sound even for large areas, including the largest home
theatres as well as small rooms (especially the filigree
model „Orbital 360 Slim”). In addition to excellent quality parameters, its very high power and the ability
to reproduce the lowest audible sounds (since the
amplitude of the vibration of the bass membranes on
the Zeta Zero reaches 10 cm) significantly better than
conventional subwoofers give you the opportunity to
build an extremely simple and elegant Home Theatre
installation without the need to install additional troublesome subwoofers of adverse quality.

- Martin Chambers,
„The Pretenders”

REFERENCE
2500W RMS

„Sound unleased that manifests clearly in space with unbelievable precision and plasticity. Mount Everest
for the audiophile.”
- Tomek Lipiński, musician

(Enormous space, three - dimensional space. A very expansive stage and wide, full air in a cosmic sense
Yes, these speakers are from another universe!! This was the first time I was able to hear such full sound
contradictions, warm but detailed, dynamic and brutal, and at the same time so delicate and velvety. AN
INCREDIBLE IMPRESSION, HARD TO PUT INTO WORDS. I’M SO GLAD THE ORBITAL 360 APPEARED BECAUSE
LIFE IS BETTER.)
- Artur Wnuk
www.audio-high-end.com

Orbital 360 SLIM
2000 Watt RMS system
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Orbital 360

DISCOVERY 600W rms

SLIM 1000W rms

ROYAL 600W rms

IMPERIAL 1250W rms

REFERENCE 2500W rms
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VENUS PICOLLA

• Power of 2 speakers RMS/music 600/2000
Watt
• Frequency response ≈ 26 – 50,000 Hz
• 3 way passive speaker 4 Ohm
One of the finest solutions in the world for 21st
century HOME CINEMA and HIGH END STEREO installations. The combination of beautiful design, and unprecedented technical performance. Designed for luxury
living spaces up to ≈ 80 sq m size.
As a fundamental principle the whole line of
ZETA ZERO speakers utilise the same innovative, powerful ultra wide band ribbon driver technology. This guarantees consistent sound qualities for all models. The
high performance ribbon driver is constructed using nanotechnologies and the most advanced materials which
up till now usually only found in military applications.
The differences between speaker models are based on
power and enclosure design that is adjusted to different
sizes of listening spaces.
All models are available in 4 finishes: Black, Mahogany-Brown, Sahara-Sand and Transparent showing the wood structure.
Special colours are available
on request.

When you love the taste of chocolaTe: Zeta
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Zero

The beauty of the shape
The DESIGN of ZETA ZERO:
When you are looking for an undisturbed harmony
of shape to match the beauty of your home interior
design, the Zeta Zero Venus Picolla with its unique
design is the perfect solution. Its precise spatiality
even eliminates the need to have an unsightly centre
speaker in your home theatre installation.
THE DYNAMICS OF ZETA ZERO
VenusPicollaspeakersofferveryhighpower,butinasmall
package with a very refined performance. They are dedicated to high end stereo or home cinema installations.
The extreme dynamics of our system allows these speakers to work even up to ≈100 sq. m. listening areas
because they can generate a sound pressure in excess
of ≈130 dB peak SPL - the same level you experience
during a live rock concert.
THE ENCLOSURE OF ZETA ZERO:
All Venus series speaker enclosures are exclusively
hand crafted of five different type of hardwood, which
we believe is the most perfect acoustic material. The
structure is precisely designed and analysed by computer. Consisting of hundreds of thin layers, almost like
Japanese samurai swords, crafted together and reinforced at more than 200 points. Using the analogy of the
shape of musical instruments, the speaker obtains an
optimal acoustic and beautiful, streamlined silhouette.
With the absence of parallel walls, the design effectively extinguishes any harmful effects of standing waves
or resonances.
Thanks to its elaborate enclosure construction, the
Zeta Zero speakers produce very articulate, powerful,
and time aligned bass frequencies.
THE INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY of ZETA ZERO’s
extraordinary ribbon driver is described in the following chapter about the VENUS EDITION model. All
Zeta Zero speaker models rely on our unique ribbon
speaker technology made with advanced nano-tech
materials. A built-in cooling and protection system allows extreme performance and unprecedented dynamic capabilities.
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Venus Edition

• Power   of   2 speakers   RMS/music    2000/3000
Watt
• Frequency response ≈ 18 – 50,000 Hz
• 4 way passive speaker 4 Ohm
Using the identical ribbon driver as in Venus
Picolla, paired with the strongest low frequency power, The Edition model is the flagship model of the
Venus line for multichannel home theatre or stereo.
Ideal when you need a leading example of luxurious stereophonic sound. It will take your breath
away, not only with the perfection of the sound
but also its almost unlimited power! Such a large
power reserve is the only way to achieve loud listening levels without distortion. With these speakers
the pipe organs finally will sound like pipe organs and the drums will pump your adrenalin!
Designed for the largest luxury listening spaces up
to ≈120 sq m.

When you love the sun and sand: Zeta Zero
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Venus Edition

Impact & power Venus Edition
PIONEERING TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS at ZETA ZERO:
All ZETA ZERO models are implemented with the latest
advanced technologies and materials:
• Designed exclusively for the project, an extremely
powerful and wideband integrated ribbon speaker
built from over 250 components and a weight of
about 40 kg was developed. It is based on a new
concept of placing the ultra-thin and ultra strong
high frequency membrane in the vertical centre of
two equal membrane parts for the midrange ribbon.
But all still move in a SINGLE magnetic field system!
Only due to this idea the outstanding stereo image
can only be achieved, resulting in superior phase coherence and a bandwidth
of up to approximately 50 kHz (going
gently and slowly down even over
75kHz!). With our proprietary ultra-light
ion implemented and strengthened
high tech membrane material this driver system provides a fantastic impulse
response which generates a realistic
multi dimensional soundstage previously unobtainable.

• Zeta Zero features the world’s first active cooling system for ribbon membranes (yet the speaker does not
require any additional power supply). This system
increases dramatically the linearity of the speaker
on high output levels. It avoids „current saturating”
of the membranes resulting in a crystal clear treble
on even the highest signal levels without distortion!
This is true musical excellence for your ears.
• The world’s first speaker equipped with an on-board
computer system (similar to a black box in airplanes)
recording the history of overloads of all drivers and
most importantly, supports and protects drivers in
a non intrusive from excessive power and damage.
This system also does not require an external power supply! More importantly, this is an audiophile
security system: It will not interfere with the sound
as long as there is no overload, because it remains
disconnected until the overload actually occurs!
• Ultra bass 15” driver with dual centring and dual
voice coil and twin magnet system with a capacity
of up to 1000 Watts RMS (music 1500W). The maximum excursion of 27 mm, allows for outstanding
reproduction of distortion free ultra low bass with
intensity and precision.
• Made of carbon fibre, the specially selected lowmidrange neodymium driver provides a very fast
transient response to match the speed of the ribbon
driver (Carbon fibre is characterized by the best relationship of strength to weight, as in a diamond).
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Venus SatelLite

• Power of 2 speakers RMS/music 600/2000
Watt
• Frequency response ≈ 31 – 50.000 Hz
• 3 way passive speaker 4 Ohm.

Identical ribbon driver as in Venus Picolla and
Venus Edition. The slim design of our Venus Satellite
model is ideal for the rear channels of a Home Cinema
system, equipped at the front with Venus Edition or
Picolla speakers. Because of its superior performance
it can also be used as a perfect stereo system or front
channel speakers of a multi-channel system
In such an application they can work effectively in luxury home theatres up to ≈ 80 sq m size.

When you like safari design: Zeta Zero
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Venus Satellite

Futuristic design Venus Satellite
The futuristic design of the Venus Satellite. The stylish shape is inspired by architecture and sculptures.
Made of hundreds of wood layers and covered in a luxurious high-gloss transparent finish, this is our most
futuristic and modern design!
Therefore it is a perfect match not only for modern
apartments, but also for those living in classical elegance.

LUXURY DECORATIVE FINISHES
The plate on the rear of the speaker is 24 carat gold
plated, and can be engraved with the name of the
owner. The front is decorated with a hand-engraved
plate, coated with exclusive RUTHENIUM. It is indestructible and shines in a luxurious glow.

Venus Satellite is equipped uncompromisingly with
the same technologies as Picolla including:
• Over 1000 watt impulse power
• Ribbon driver with incredible transient speed and
stereo image
• Computerized speaker protection circuit and the
„black box” recorder
• A membrane cooling system that does not require
an external power supply
ZETA ZERO CROSSOVER
As the quality of a twenty-first century fast train is
determined by the quality of rails, so is the overall sound quality determined by the frequency distribution
system between the drivers - the so called crossover
network. In Zeta Zero speakers the four-way crossover is individually tuned, with the highest quality
components and wiring from leading companies (i.e.
Tara Labs and Audio Quest). To further improve the
sound we add silver and double the wires.
TERMINALS of ZETA ZERO are designed for Single
and Bi-wiring connections.
Solid 24-carat gold-plated, the terminals with a diameter of 25 mm for up to 8mm cable can carry up
to 1000 Ampere of current ensuring no loss of signal
and the best quality of sound.
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GOLIAT SatelLite

When you love CLASSICAL elegance...

• Power of 2 speakers RMS/music 300/600 Watt.
• frequency response ≈36 - 50.000 Hz.
• 3 way passive speakers 4 Ohm.

Designed for smaller living spaces up to≈60 sq m.
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Classic simplicity and grace
Our smallest and most affordable ZERO ZETA
speaker model. Its classical shape has a more traditional style. From very compact dimensions
(75x30x33cm) it delivers a very powerful performance. Featuring of course the same uncompromising
quality wideband ribbon driver as our flagship model
Venus Edition!
Goliat Satellite is the ideal choice for smaller
listening spaces, or budgets. It is especially designed
for apartments up to ≈60 sq m. Despite its compact
construction and lower power, it delivers unprecedented dynamics and identical stereo sound, very
close to the larger models of ZETA ZERO.
It can be used in quality stereo systems, or
as front speakers for multi-channel systems. They
are a perfect match as satellite rear speakers in
a much bigger multi-channel home theatre system combined with our larger speakers as front
channels. They provide very wide dispersion
and the impulse response is perfectly coherent
with the main (front) speakers.

...the answer is BLACK
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1175 POWER AMP

When you love
unlimited power and FINESSE

An Analog Monster hiding in a small box!

1175 Watt RMS/4 Ohm = 8 kg
www.audio-high-end.com

...and quality
Charmingly small and light (only about 8 kg) our
audiophile ANALOG amplifier ZETA ZERO 1175 offers
an incredible power of over 1100 Watts RMS/4 Ohm
and reference quality parameters. It is very simple to
use without any front controls! Due to its high performance and very compact size it can be used in high
end stereo systems, and even the most demanding
multi-channel home cinema installations: Six Zeta
Zero mono amplifiers take up less space and consume less energy than one traditional, less powerful
stereo amplifier.
Thanks to a special „isolation of ground” (so called guard) Zeta Zero1175 may be located not only
close to the preamp, but also very close to the driven
speaker, without the risk of ground-loops. This placement eliminates the need for long and expensive speaker cables, fundamentally improving sound quality.
The connection can be made with RCA (single ended/
phono) cables or balanced XLR signal cables.
Thanks to the 1175 amplifier the whole installation becomes visually elegant, very energy efficient
and with the best sound quality. It operates on the
principle of continuous (non-digitalized) modulation
of signal in a purely analog manner (there are no digital converters inside!). The result is a great velvet
smooth „analog” sound. We highly recommend this
unique, lightweight and easy to use amplifier. It does
not come with needless displays, controls or complex
operating instructions etc.
This is simply an amplifier for the elite of music lovers!
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• RMS (max) = 1175 Watts/4 Ohm, 2 Ohm
allowed

• Damping Factor - ≈1600 at 8 ohms, guaranteeing
amazing driver control
• THD = 0.007 % at 1 W and about 0.2% to 1000 Watt
• The dynamics of 118 dB typical efficiency of 78%
• Frequency Response 5 - 38,000 Hz (at 8 ohms)
– 3dB (deliberately limited)
• Dimensions 12x22x33 cm, weight about 8 kg
• Twin output terminals for bi-wiring system

PREAMP 1176

Ultra low noise, super
linear 6 channel home
cinema and stereo preamp
Ultra linear, purely audiophile ANALOG 6 - channel/ 2 source input audio-video preamplifier. No digital
converters or digital processing of the audio signals.
Adopts audio signals from any 2 multimedia sources
i.e. Blue Ray, DVD, SACD or satellite receiver and 2 video
component inputs (version 1176C) or - 2 HDMI inputs
(version 1176H). One of the stereo audio inputs is balanced XLR.
It has 6 outputs: unbalanced RCA and XLR- balanced using transformers providing a total galvanic
isolation to prevent ground loops – perfect for active
speakers as well as remotely placed power amplifiers.
A very versatile internal matrix allows easy one
switch selection of any formats depending on the
source and the number of loudspeakers and amps
in our system. Please refer to the schematics on the
following page.
Power supply and computer control circuit of
the preamp are placed into a separate enclosure. The
volume control is purely analog with a precision motorized 6-way potentiometer.

When you love EASY and comfortable life
...ultra low noise super linear
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When you love simplicity and comfort
The fundamental concept of ZETA ZERO systems
is not only the quality but also simplicity and ease of
use. Build a beautiful ultimate home cinema using
just 4 full range ZETA ZERO speakers and eliminate
the clutter of low quality, unsightly centre speakers
and additional subwoofers from your living space!

conventional

Conventional home cinema installation with a lot of boxes and
messy „spaghetti“ wiring. The result is limited power and compromised quality: Complicated and inefficient.
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our recommended solution

We recommend a system based on our intelligent preamp, our mono
amplifiers and of course, our Zeta Zero speakers. A 6-channel signal
from a surround source is perfectly rendered through our preamp
with a 4 speaker system!

In such a system, each of the four speakers, is
controlled by a mono amplifier positioned very closely to the speaker, which can dramatically increases
the sound quality. Moreover the ZETA ZERO preamp audio/video matrix can intelligently match and
switch the channels according to the source material
and number of speakers between stereo music or
multi-channel formats..

our alternative solution

Alternatively, if you already have a home theatre processor and installed in-wall speaker wiring, our amplifiers can be connected to
your processor( usually integrated amplituner) with the surround
source switched to 4-channel mode. Four high quality Zeta Zero
speakers will deliver perfect multi-channel sound.

Venus Edition

Venus Picolla

Venus Satelitte

iiiiiii

iiiiiii

iiiii

1000/1500/≈1500 W
≈18-50.000 (≈70.000)
> 89 dB
≥ 130 dB
4
≈30 - 1000
≈20 - 120
136x54x55 ≈87 kg

300/500/≈1000 W
≈26-50.000 (≈70.000)
> 92 dB
≥ 130 dB
4
≈8 - 1000
≈12 - 80
108x47x48 ≈65 kg

300/500/≈1000 W
≈31-50.000 (≈70.000)
> 92 dB
≥ 130 dB
4
≈8 - 1000
≈20 - 80
138x50x48 ≈74 kg

+
+
Single / Bi wiring
+
15’’ Alu reinforced
Carbon

+
+
+
Single / Bi wiring
+
12” Carbon
-

+
+
+
Single / Bi wiring
+
12” Carbon
-

+, x 2

+, x 2

+, x 2

+

+

+

12x22x33 cm/ ≈8 kg
1175 Watt/4 Ohm (minimum load 2 Ohm, recommended 4 Ohm)
5 - 38.000 Hz - 3dB
About 1600 L out typical ≈5mΩ, (min800 L out max = 10mΩ)
0,007% - 1Watt 0,2%- 1000Watt
115 - 120 dB

ORBITAL 360

Options of power
(bass section-one loudspeaker
box) Watt RMS: 300, 600, 1000,
1250, 2500
Impedance of bass section:
Options: 1, 2, 4, 8 Ohm
For more info and technical
details visit:

www.zetazero.eu

International contact:

www.audio-high-end.com

ph.: (48) 601 842 926 , 227 509 522
Warsaw, Poland

All rights reserved and owned by TR STUDIOS.
Graphics by Bitronao Design Studio, Designs of speaker box mastered
for TR STUDIOS order by Bitronao Design Studio (www.bitronao.pl)

